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Overview
WGSN loves...

Queen Esther of Kuumba Designs receiving her
Sustainable Eco-Fashion Award piece

Dark, sensual glamour at Noir

High-summer colours at Soka
Collection by Karen DeFreitas
Fraser from St Vincent.

Fact file

The Jourdan Dunn of the
Bahamas, the aptly named
Jourdana Rogers

TrendsDesigner highlights

The UNESCO-endorsed event really pushed designers to look to
their own cultures for inspiration, culminating in a competition
where participants had to create eco-outfits using sustainable materials
from their native islands. Held at the colossal Atlantis resort on Paradise
Island, awards included those for Sustainable or Eco-Fashion, Cultural
and Fashion, the NextGen Designer and Seals of Excellence.

The international judging panel was made up of Danish designer Peter
Ingwersen of pioneering ethical brand Noir; ex-fashion director of
Saks, fashion editor and lecturer at FIDM, Susan Stein; Nick Verreos
of Nikolaki and Project Runway; founder of FIMA, the International
Festival of African Fashion in Niger, designer Alphadi; and Noh~ Marin
of America's Next Top Model fame.

The Atlantis hotel skyline on Paradise
Island

Cultural creativity, sustainability, and global ethical issues were
top of the agenda at the first Islands of the World Fashion Week. A truly
international cross-section of designers from exotic islands such as Fiji,
Barbados, Haiti, Trinidad, St Vincent and the Bahamas showed
their vibrant collections over four days in Nassau, the capital of the
Bahamas.

With the lure of never-before-seen exotic talent from around the
globe, the UNESCO-endorsed Islands of the World Fashion Week
was an undeniably original and bold concept.

"What attracted me to this event was the originality of the concept,"
Ingwersen told WGSN. "I mean established designers, never mind

In total 38 designers showed
their collections from 13
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Tamiko Browne/Tami B Designs
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the emerging talent from these islands that has never been
seen by the world before. And to have it all showcased in Nassau for
a fashion week is tremendous. I am very excited for the designers to
have this international exposure."

A hemp dress encrusted
with pearls and shells

The winner of the Sustainable Eco-Fashion Award was Queen Esther!
Kuumba Designs, while Tamiko Browne!Tami B Designs won the
Culture & Fashion Award.

Nick Verreos, designer of LA-based label Nikolaki, said: "1 really loved
seeing the colourful and vibrant designs from the local
Caribbean designers. Especially the designs of Tamiko Browne, who
hails from St. Vincent and has a great swimsuit line - very wearable
and sellable."

The other winners included: Tamiko Browne - NextGen Award; Heather
Jones - Seal of Excellence; Claudia Pegus - Seal of Excellence; Harl
Taylor - Seal of Excellence; Nadya - Seal of Excellence; and Jeff St.
John - Seal of Excellence.

Striking creations, from the beautiful to the bizarre, made for
interesting viewing. Some of the standout pieces included a corseted
top with structured collar made entirely from ropes, a hemp dress
encrusted with pearls and shells and a headdress made from seaweed
and sea fans.

Designer Adalphi, Paris-based but of African descent, was also very
excited to see that African-inspired fashion was getting noticed finally.
He said: "This is a great platform for these designers; to introduce
them to the world and to real buyers is so important. This fashion week
celebrates a fusion of cultures and is very much of the essence of now,
what with the election of Barack Obama, everything is changing."
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island nations from around
the world, including Cuba,
Indonesia, Barbados,
Jamaica, the British Virgin
Islands and St Lucia, Fiji,
Barbados, Haiti, Trinidad, St
Vincent and the Bahamas.

Awards went to:

• Queen Esther/ Kuumba
Designs - Sustainable Eco
Fashion Award

• Tamiko Browne/Tami B
Designs - Culture &
Fashion Award

• Tamiko Browne - NextGen
Award

• Heather Jones - Seal of
Excellence

• Claudia Pegus - Seal of
Excellence

• Harl Taylor - Seal of
Excellence

• Nadya - Seal of Excellence
• Jeff St. John - Seal of

Excellence

Key sponsors included Yves
Saint Laurent; American
Airlines; Mode lies and DHL

Contact
Arianne Etuk
aetu k(Ci)islandsfashionwe ...

Owen Bethel
obethel (Ci)islandsfashion ...

www.islandsfashionweek ...
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Nikolaki's Nick and David with their models A Nikolaki design

Nick Verreos told WGSN: "For the fact that this was their premiere
year, I think it was a good first outing. I have participated and
shown in various fashion weeks, including Smashbox Los Angeles
Fashion Week as well as others so I am quite aware of what they
should look like. I believe the organisers/producers did an excellent
job of reproducing the runway venues/tents and environment of a
true upscale established fashion week."

Islands of the World Fashion Week founder Owen Bethel was delighted
with his first event and also mentioned the collaboration with the
tourism board, which kept everyone well-entertained with a true
Bahamian flavour for the whole duration. Bethel said: "I think this is
also a wonderful extension for the tourism industry in the
Bahamas. An event like this every year can take the Bahamas'
tourism industry to a whole new level. This is the launch of a very
innovative approach to fashion in the Bahamas, not only from the
entertainment side, but certainly from the business side of fashion."

Noir

Peter Ingwersen of Noir, who showed his support by putting his
spring/summer 2009 collection on the runway at the opening
ceremony, was also talking to WGSN about his new material project,
Illuminati II. Concocted over the course of three years, Iliumniati II
is a new fabric made entirely from organic, fairtrade Ugandan
cotton, and will be manufactured in Uganda and Europe for
Noir. "I want Uganda to be branded as the source for organic, fairtrade
cotton for the fashion industry," he said. Illuminati II will offer a
transparent production line and a collection of luxury cotton fabrics due
to be available for wholesale in 2009.

© WGSN 2008
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Designer highlights

Trends

Animal print

Trends

Key trends
• Drapey satins

• Animal print
• Tribal

• Orange pop

• Whiter shade of pale
• Straw

House of St. John

Tribal

Orange pop

Kevan Hall

Kevan Hall

Kevan Hall

Garfi Designs

House of St. John

House of St. John
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House of St. John Kevan Hall Lamaica Fashions Harl Taylor Bag

Whiter shade of pale

J(

Kevan Hall

Straw

Lamaica Fashions Claudia Pegus Noir

Harl Taylor Bag Opama Opama Tami B Designs

© WGSN 2008
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Designerhighlights Trends

Designer highlights

Click to access: Harl Taylor Bag. House of St. John. Kevan Hall,
Lamaica Fashions. Nikolaki. Noir. Opama. Tami B Desians

Hart Taylor Bag

Harl Taylor Bag's hand-woven designs showed off a range of
unusual materials, shapes and intricate techiniques. And
although the noted designer died last year, Harl Taylor's signature line
and attention to detail has been successfully continued by his mother.

Shells, skins, twine and even turtle shells were used to adorn his arm
candy. Embellishments such as handles and mahogany clasps are all
formed out of native materials and developed using Bahamian
weaving patterns with colourful palms and sisal straw. Celebrity
fans include the likes of Elle Macpherson, Nan Kempner and Oprah.

Back to top

House of St. John

Contact
Harl Taylor Bag
Beverly Taylor
bevjo44@yahoo.com

House of St. John
Jeff St. John
la roseba hamas@aol.com

Kevan Hall
info@KevanHaIiDesigns ....

Lamaica Fashions
Marvalyn Nelson
lamaicafashions@yahoo ....

Nikolaki
Nick Verreos
info@nikolakidesign.com
nikolakidesign.com

Noir
Peter Ingwersen
craiq@noir.dk
www.noir-illuminati2.c ...

Opama
Deegenera Jones
deejonesdixon@yahoo.com

Tami B Designs
Tamiko Browne
tamiko browne@yahoo.com
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House of St. John

Native veteran designer Jeff St. John presented a truly Bahamian and
fairly marketable collection for men and women. Standout pieces for
women included the animal-print halter-neck dress and the
strapless flower-print dress.

For the men, casual resort styles prevailed, with wide-legged, relaxed
trousers worn with deep-scoop-neck fine knits.

Back to tOR
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Kevan Hall

Californian designer Kevan Hall's Africa-inspired womenswear
collection worked perfectly with the ethos of Islands of the World
Fashion Week. Even the colour palette of ruby red, turquoise, amber,
peridot and jade was inspired by the beadwork of the Masai
tribes.

With almost 60 looks in the running order, a dress for every occasion
floated down the catwalk in a cacophony of colour and print. Fabrics of
mud cloth, painted twill and crushed organza added to the safari
theme. WGSN loved the Kalahari printed chiffon cascade bustier
gown.

Back to top

Lamaica Fashions

.(

Lamaica Fashions

Jamaican-born but Florida-based Marvalyn Nelson's label Lamaica
Fashions caters for both men and women and would appeal to the
international resortwear market.

Pretty laser cutout patterns on cotton dresses and kaftans
looked fresh in a palette of nude, blush and ivory. Evening options
came in raw green silk strapless 1950s dresses with embroidered palm
trees or a striking monochrome tribal print dress.

Back to tOD

Nikolaki
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Nikolaki

Nikolaki's super-glamorous show was a shimmering red carpet
feast with mermaid dresses, backless dresses, column dresses, toga
dresses and strapless dresses sashaying down the catwalk.

Inspired by the starlets of the Golden Age of Mexican Cinema such
as Dolores del Rio, Sara Montiel and Maria Felix, the colours were a
statement of true passion in ruby red, aqua, burnished gold and canary
yellow.

Fabrics including zibeline silk wools from Japan, metallic silks and
silk jerseys were also a large part of the collection.

Back to tOD

Nair
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Noir

Peter Ingwersen's eco-warrior models closed the opening ceremony by
strutting out in a more subtly feminine collection than previous
seasons, but the clothes still retained a strong, sexy feel.

Billowing soft folds of volume contrasted against tougher materials such
as leather, creating a wonderful contrast. The colour palette was kept
simple, incorporating pale slate, black, white and the odd rose
accent.

A delicate peacock feather print on gowns and blouses, an
antique rose silk parachute dress and a high-gloss leather jacket
demonstrate Ingwersen's skill in making sustainability sexy and
sophisticated.

Back to tOD

Opama

Though they are intricately constructed predominantly of woven
straw, Opama bags come in an array of colours and textures. The
designs include anything from a simple tote to large beach bags.

Materials ranged from natural and black straw to white sisal, goat
skin and coconut leather.
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Back to top

Tami B Designs

Tamiko Browne of Tami B Designs cleaned up at the awards ceremony,
winning the Culture & Fashion Award and the NextGen Award.
Her fun, colourful swimwear designs appealed to the younger market,
whereas her pretty beach cover-ups would be suitable for women of
any age.

WGSN loved the multicoloured crochet bikini bottoms and bolero
style top.

Back to tOD

© WGSN 2008
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